In this paper, we present new Poisson-type inequalities for Poisson integrals with continuous data on the boundary. The obtained inequalities are used to obtain growth properties at infinity of positive superharmonic functions in a smooth cone.
Introduction
Cartesian coordinates of a point G of R n , n ≥ , are denoted by (X, x n ), where R n is the ndimensional Euclidean space and X = (x  , x  , . . . , x n- ). We introduce spherical coordinates for G = (r, ) ( = (θ  , θ  , . . . , θ n- )) by |x| = r, π and  ≤ θ j ≤ π for  ≤ j ≤ n - (n ≥ ). We denote the unit sphere and the upper half unit sphere by S n- and S n- + , respectively. Let ⊂ S n- . The point (, ) and the set { ; (, ) ∈ } are identified with and , respectively. Let × denote the set {(r, ) ∈ R n ; r ∈ , (, ) ∈ }, where ⊂ R + . The set R + × is denoted by n ( ), which is called a cone. Especially, the set R + × S n- + is called the upper-half space, which is denoted by T n . Let I ⊂ R. Two sets I × and I × ∂ are denoted by n ( ; I) and n ( ; I), respectively. We denote n ( ; R + ) by n ( ), which is ∂ n ( ) -{O}. Let B (G, l) denote the open ball, where G ∈ R n is the center and l >  is the radius.
Definition  Let E be a subset of n ( ). If there exists a sequence of balls {B k } (k = , , , . . .) with centers in n ( ) satisfying
then we say that E has a covering {r k , R k }, where r k is the radius of B k and R k is the distance from the origin to the center of B k (see [] ).
In spherical coordinate the Laplace operator is
where n is the Beltrami operator. Now we consider the boundary value problem
If the least positive eigenvalue of it is denoted by τ , then we can denote by h ( ) the normalized positive eigenfunction corresponding to it. We denote by ι (> ) and -κ (< ) two solutions of the problem t  + (n -)t -τ = ,
Then ι + κ is denoted by for the sake of simplicity.
Remark  In the case = S n- + , it follows that
cos θ  , where w n is the surface area of S n- .
It is easy to see that the set ∂ n ( ) ∪ {∞} is the Martin boundary of n ( ). For any G ∈ n ( ) and any H ∈ ∂ n ( ) ∪ {∞}, if the Martin kernel is denoted by MK(G, H), where a reference point is chosen in advance, then we see that (see [] )
where G = (r, ) ∈ n ( ) and c is a positive real number. We shall say that two positive real valued functions f and g are comparable and write
depending on and n (e.g. see [] , pp.-).
Definition  For any G ∈ n ( ) and any H ∈ n ( ). If the Green function in n ( ) is defined by GF (G, H), then: (I) The Poisson kernel can be defined by
where ∂ ∂n H denotes the differentiation at H along the inward normal into n ( ).
(II) The Green potential in n ( ) can be defined by
where G ∈ n ( ) and ν is a positive measure in n ( ).
Definition  For any G ∈ n ( ) and any H ∈ n ( ). Let μ be a positive measure on n ( ) and g be a continuous function on n ( ). Then:
(I) The Poisson integral with μ can be defined by
POI (G, H) dμ(H).
(II) The Poisson integral with g can be defined by
where dσ H is the surface area element on n ( ).
Definition  Let μ be defined in Definition . Then the positive measure μ is defined by
Definition  Let ν be any positive measure in n ( ) satisfying
for any G ∈ n ( ). Then the positive measure ν is defined by
Definition  Let μ and ν be defined in Definitions  and , respectively. Then the positive measure ξ is defined by
where
Hence, for the two points G = (X, x n ) ∈ T n and H = (Y , y n ) ∈ ∂T n , we have
Definition  Let λ be any positive measure on R n having finite total mass. Then the max-
for any G = (r, ) ∈ R n -{O}, where β ≥ . The exceptional set can be defined by
where is a sufficiently small positive number. 
Remark  Let β >  and λ({P}) >  for any
as |x| → ∞ in T n .
Results
Our first aim in this paper is to prove the following result, which is a generalization of Theorem A. For similar results with respect to Schrödinger operator, we refer the reader to the literature (see [, ]).
Theorem  Let POI μ(G) ≡ +∞ for any G = (r, ) ∈ n ( ), where μ is a positive measure on n ( ). Then
for any G ∈ n ( ) -EX( ; μ , n -α) as r → ∞, where EX( ; μ , n -α) is a subset of n ( ) and has a covering {r k , R k } of satisfying
Let dμ = |g| dσ H for any H = (t, ) ∈ n ( ). Then we have the following result, which generalizes Theorem A to the conical case.
Corollary  If g is a measurable function on n ( ) satisfying
∞  ∂ |g(H)| d σ t +ι dt < ∞. (  )
Then the Poisson integral POI [g](G) is harmonic in n ( ) and
for any G ∈ n ( ) -EX( ; μ , n -α) as r → ∞, where EX( ; μ , n -α) is a subset of n ( ) and has a covering {r k , R k } satisfying ().
Remark  If = S n-
+ , then it is easy to see that () is equivalent to () and () is a finite sum, then the set EX( ; μ , ) is a bounded set and () reduces to () in the case α = n from Remark .
Let = S
n- + . We immediately have the following results from Theorem .
Corollary  If μ is a positive measure on ∂T n satisfying POI
for any x ∈ T n -EX( ; μ , n -) as |x| → ∞, where EX( ; μ , n -) is a subset of n ( ) and has a covering {r k , R k } satisfying
Corollary  Let μ be defined as in Corollary . Then
for any x ∈ T n -EX( ; μ , n) as |x| → ∞, where EX( ; μ , n) is a subset of n ( ) and has a covering {r k , R k } satisfying
The following result is very well known. We quote it from [].
Theorem B (see []) Let  < w(G) be a superharmonic function in T n .
Then there exist a positive measure μ on ∂T n and a positive measure ν on T n such that w(x) can be uniquely decomposed as
where x = (X, X n ) ∈ T n and c is a nonnegative constant.
Theorem C (see [], Theorem ) Let  < w(G) be a superharmonic function in n ( ).
Then there exist a positive measure μ on n ( ) and a positive measure ν in n ( ) such that w(G) can be uniquely decomposed as
where G ∈ n ( ), c  (w), and c  (w) are two constants dependent of w satisfying
and c  (w) = inf
.
As an application of Theorem  and Lemma  in Section , we give the growth properties of positive superharmonic functions at infinity in a cone.
for any G ∈ n ( ) -EX( ; ξ , n -) as r → ∞, where EX( ; ξ , n -) is a subset of n ( ) and has a covering {r k , R k } satisfying ().
Theorem  immediately gives the following corollary.
for any x ∈ T n -EX( ; , n -) as |x| → ∞, where EX( ; , n -) is a subset of n ( ) and has a covering satisfying ().
Lemmas
In order to prove our main results we need following lemmas. In this paper let M denote various constants independent of the variables in questions, which may be different from line to line.
Lemma  (see [] , Lemma ) Let any G = (r, ) ∈ n ( ) and any H = (t, ) ∈ n ( ), we have the following estimates:
, and The estimation of the Green potential at infinity is the following, which is due to [] .
Lemma  If ν is a positive measure on n ( ) such that () holds for any G ∈ n ( ). Then
for any G = (r, ) ∈ n ( ) -EX( ; ν , n -α) as r → ∞, where EX( ; ν , n -α) is a subset of n ( ) and has a covering {r k , R k } satisfying ().
Proof of Theorem 1
Let G = (r, ) be any point in the set n ( ; (L, +∞)) -EX( ; μ , n -α), where r is a sufficiently large number satisfying r ≥ l  . Put
POI (G, H) dμ(H).
We have the following estimates:
from (), (), and [], Lemma . By (), we write
We first have Then the set n ( ) can be split into two sets (k  ) and n ( ) -(k  ).
Proof of Corollary 1
Let G = (r, ) be a fixed point in n ( ). Then there exists a number R satisfying max{ 
For any G ∈ n ( ), it is easy to see that POI [g](G) is finite, which means that POI [g](G) is a harmonic function of G ∈ n ( ). Meanwhile, Theorem  gives (). The proof of Corollary  is completed.
